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1 Tomoko Ayukawa

I mainly work as a tour guide in
Yamanashi and Kyoto. I also lead
long tours from Tokyo to Osaka.
I’m ready to make your tour
comfortable!

2010
ayukawatomoko@yahoo.co.j
p

Yamanashi/Kyoto/Nara/Osaka/
Kanazawa/Takayama/
Shirakawago/Hiroshima

25,000yen

2 KO KOSAKA

I was history teacher in high
schools for 36 years and offer you
in depth stories of Japanese history
and culture. I make chorus and
violin accompaniment to a folk pop
band and make a pleasant time for
you.
I respond your specific demand as
well.

2015
819072524998
waterfall5050@yahoo.co.jp

Kyoto, Nara, Hiroshima,
Okayama, Nagoya,

Takayama, Kanazawa,
Matsumoto, Hakone, Kamakura,

Tokyo and Yamanashi.

25,000 yen

Please have a talk about
the fee if the members are
small in number. Admission
and other pay in charged
facilities are charged to
your account.

3 Makoto Koshiishi

Since I have fairly long experience
in a licensed-guide interpreter, I
can explain lots of sightseeing
places in Yamanashi Prefecture.
Also, I can make use of visual aids
to explain them. In particular, since I
like historical things, I can give a
detailed explanation of historical
sightseeing spots such as shrines
and temples. In addition, because I’
ve climbed Yamanashi’s many
mountains, I can give a guided hiking
tour in Yamanashi’s mountains
which aren’t so high.

1999
08067092351
makoshi2@ybb.ne.jp

http://www2.bbweb-
arena.com/makoshi3/

Mt. Fuji, Fuji-Five Lakes and
nearby sightseeing spots at the
northern foot of Mt. Fuji,
Kiyosato Highland and nearby
sightseeing spots at the
southern foot of Mt. Yatsu, the
main sightseeing spots of Kofu
City such as Kofu Castle,
Takeda Shrine, Zenkoji Temple
and Shosenkyo Gorge, the main
sightseeing spots of Otsuki City
area such as Iwatono Castle,
Saruhashi Bridge and Yamanashi
Prefectural Maglev-Train
Center, the main sightseeing
spots of Minobu Town area such
as Minobusan-kuonji Temple and
the summit of Mt. Minobu by
ropeway, and so on

¥24,000

As a rule, each of the
prices mentioned above is
applied to your tour of up
to four people. You are
responsible for the cost of
your transportation, food
and accommodation. If you
cancel your reserved tour
within one week before the
date, you need to pay
cancellation fee.

4 Hiroshi Tsushima

I can climb, hike and visit World
Cultural Heritage sites of Mt. Fuji as
well as the nearby areas of the
mountain. Able to accompany you
throughout Yamanashi Prefecture
and the surrounding areas including
Tokyo.
Able to speak English and German. I
wish to provide you an original tour
based on your preferences, which
are not able to be presented by an
ordinary package tour.

Herzlich willkommen in Yamanashi!
Ich besteige und wandere gern den
Berg Fuji, und besuche die Plätze
von den Fuji Weltkulturerben und in
der Nähe liegende
Besichtigungsorten. Ich kann nicht
nur die ganze Yamanashi Präfektur,
sondern auch ihren Umkreis
vorstellen.
Ich spreche Deutsch und Englisch.
Ich möchte Ihnen eine auf Ihrem
Wunsch basierte originale Tour
anbieten, dass eine Pauschalreise
nicht bereiten kann.

2016
080-1214-6179
htsushima1953@docomo.ne.
jp

http://www.fygia-japan.com

amanashi, Mt. Fuji Area, Tokyo

Yamanashi, Berg Fuji Gegend,
Tokio

25,000yen
to be negotiated,

zur Beratung

Entrance fee for a guide,
toll fee, parking fee etc.
are to be paid by a
customer.

Eintrittsgeld des Reisefü
hrers, Zollstraße,
Parkplatzkosten usw. soll
der Gast bezahlen

5 Chinami  Nakamura

I can guide Mt Fuji, as a world
cultural heritage site, and
constituent elements, and the area,
such as Aokigahara jukai or the sea
of trees, caves, and mountains
which have a good view of Mt Fuji. I
know about not only nature, but
also history of Mt Fuji and related
religion called Fujikou. I am familiar
with the eastern part of Yamanashi
where is famous for fruits and wine.
I would like to enjoy local meals
with travelers and have a lot of fun!

2015
81 -55-265-2868
cindychinamie@yahoo.co.jp

Mt Fuji and around the area
The eastern part of Yamanashi
prefecture
Kofu city, prefectural capital

20000yen
Admission fee and meals
must be paid by a
customer if necessary.

Man
15,000yen

to be negotiated,
zur Beratung

Woman

Gender
Fee

★Half Day (4hrs)

National　Government　Licensed　 Guide　Interpreter　 (English)

Woman 15,000yen

Man 13,000 yen

Man ¥15,000

10000yen

mailto:ayukawatomoko@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:ayukawatomoko@yahoo.co.jp
http://www2.bbweb-arena.com/makoshi3/
http://www2.bbweb-arena.com/makoshi3/
http://www.fygia-japan.com/
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6 Motoi Hirayama

I live in Narusawa village of the foot
of Mt. Fuji and very familiar with
historical sites, scenic points and
seasonal events of Mt, Fuji and its
vicinity. As an official guide for
Fujisan World Heritage, I daily
contact with inbound and domestic
visitors to this area. Also, based on
my international business
experience during the past 35
years, I am able to handle business
translation and factory tour guide at
request.

2016
81-80-5441-6335
mot-hirayama@scemot.com

The World Heritage sites of Mt.
Fuji, and
Yamanashi,　Tokyo, Nagano,
Shizuoka and Kanagawa
Prefectures

25.000 yen

Actual expenses such as
transportation fare,
entrance fees and meals
are to be borne by the
clients in addition to the
above fee.

7 Yumiko Matsui

Safety first, I’d like you to
comfortably enjoy your tour. I
welcome you with my warm heart,
give simple explanations and would
like to have a good time together.
As I am a nationally licensed
English-speaking guide and a tour
conductor, I will also attend your
long tour throughout Japan as well
as Mt. Fuji area.

2008
090-2208-0122
y_matsui@outlook.com

Mt.Fuji/Yamanashi/Shizuoka/Na
gano/Hakone/Tokyo/Kyoto/Nara
/Takayama/Shirakawago/Osaka,
etc.

32,000JPY
Transportation, admission,
and lunch are not included.

8 Yuko Matsukawa

Having a ten-year experience as a
tour guide, I would like to offer
service to respond to all the
requests from customers.  I can
deal with tours for FIT and groups,
incentive tours, international
exchange programs and translation
work for business meetings. I would
love to introduce every jewel of
nature and history in Yamanashi,
suggesting the best plan which is
suitable for customers’ taste.

2016 yukom@gray.plala.or.jp 1. www.fygia-japan.com

All the areas in Yamanashi
including the northern foot of
Mt. Fuji and other regions such
as Tokyo, Hakone, Shizuoka and
Nagano as an extended tour.

16000~24000yen
(Depending on

case)

Regarding the fee for
guiding and interpreting,
clients and I can talk and it
is negotiable.  I would like
to ask customers to pay
admission fees of
customers and their guide.

9 Kazuko Mochizuki

I used to live in a city called Tsuru-
city at the foot of Mt Fuji. I feel
sorry many tourists visit only
Mt.Fuji and go home. There are
tourist spots, fancy shops and hot
springs where only local people
know and use. I get great pleasure
to let them show around and to see
them touch the real life of
Japanese people.

2000

055-269-5473
Cell-phone  080-1762-
1801
mochee0902@fd5.so-
net.ne.jp

Small cities surrounding Mt.Fuji 30,000 yen
Admission charge, food and
transportation are not
included the fee above.

10 Ｔｏｍｏｍｉ　Ｙｕｙａｍａ

I was born and raised on the foot
Mt Fuji. Now I live in Oshino village
well-known for Oshino Hakkai eight
springs. As the guide with the deep
local knowledge, I thoroughly
introduce the magnificence of Mt
Fiji and the Fuji Five Lakes area.  I
take my guests to many fascinating
places that the package tours don’
t cover.(Visit to the secret spots
with the superb views of Mt Fuji・
Hiking in untouched woods such as
Aokigahara forest(Sea of Trees)・
Visit to the historic sites related to
Mt Fuji worship.) I fully take
advantage of my situation as the
guide from the foot of Mt Fuji so
that my guests can enjoy incredibly
beautiful nature and the attractive
region  through my guide.

2016

８１－９０－２３１３－７７８９
tomomi-
yuyama@sky.bbexcite.jp
shu_mei@docomo.ne.jp

https://www.facebook.com
/3776tomomiyuyama

Fuji-Subaru Line Fifth Station,
the Fuji Five Lakes
area(Aokigahara forest, Wind and
Bat Caves, Itchiku Kubota Art
Museum,
Chureito Pagoda etc.),
Component Parts of Mt Fuji
World Cultural Heritage site(Fuji
Five Lakes, Oshino Hakkai, some
Sengen-jinja Shrines, Funatsu
lava tree molds etc.) Sake
brewery
Takeda Shrine, Winery

１９，０００ＪＰＹ

Expenses for
transportation, food,
admission fees and pay
facilities will be charged on
guests.

Man 15.000 yen

Woman
20,000JPY

Woman
8000~12000yen
(Depending on

case)

Woman 15,000 yen

Woman １０，０００ＪＰＹ

mailto:yukom@gray.plala.or.jp
https://www.facebook.com/3776tomomiyuyama
https://www.facebook.com/3776tomomiyuyama
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11 Watanabe Yoko

I’d be happy to help you with your
stay in Japan so that it will be a
special and memorable time. I,
myself am greatly interested in
different aspects of Japanese
culture like Kimono (dressing) and
Tea Ceremony, which I’ve been
practicing for more than 20 years .

2006
tourguide@fuji.so-net.ne.jp

Yamanashi Prefecture and
neighboring area
(subject to negotiation)

Depending on case

Expenses like admission
fee to pay facilities and
transportations are on
clients.

12 Hiroshi Terada

I live in Kosuge village which is
located just next to the Tokyo
metropolitan area. If you enjoy the
scenery and culture of countryside
in Japan, or if you want to
experience and stay in the rustic
village, please feel free to contact
me.

2017 hiroshi.t@kosugejapan.com http://kosugejapan.com/

The eastern part of Yamanashi
prefecture(especially Kosuge
village)
Mt. Fuji area,

1 day 25,000yen
depending on the
situations

Admission fees, meal and
transportation are not
included.

13 Etsuo Yamamoto

I offer customized-private tours
designed around your interests.  I
adapt the tours and make them
flexible to fit your needs.  Each tour
will be enjoyable and memorable.
Available for consultation should
you need it.
Other than guiding, I am also
interested in establishing business
relations between locally owned
enterprises and foreign entities.  If
you are interested in doing business
with small-but-original Japanese
enterprises, I may be able to assist
you.
Please visit my HP and ask from
the CONTACT.

2017
yamam_85024@tg7.so-
net.ne.jp

http://etsuo.japan-
inbound.net

Certified National Guide-
Interpreter in English.
Yamanashi, Nagano, Shizuoka,
Tokyo　Metropolitan Area and
Other Areas; Please Ask

25,000-35,000
Yen

Fees and Fares Excluded,
Paid by Attendees

14 Masashito Mitsui

I’ve been to most of Japanese
prefecture and 33 countries and
areas. I’d like to introduce beautiful
Japanese sight seeing places,
history and culture etc.to foreign
visitos. Especially I recommend you
Sake, Wine, whiskey and sweets
using Yamanashi’s famous pure
water!

2017
　080-1222-8283

m21960@yahoo.co.jp
Yamanashi, Tokyo,Nagano and

other around Tokyo area

25000-30000 yen
(depending on
case by case)

Expense for transportation,
entrance fee and lunch and
dinner are not included.

15 Toshiyuki Aizawa

Koshu city is located one and a half
hours by train from Tokyo and is
the nearest and the largest Wine
Kingdom to the metropolitan area.
30 wineries are integrated into the
Katsunuma area where the wine
making and grape growing originated
in Japan.  My tour special is to hop
from winery to winery, where you
can enjoy the wine of Koshu which
is made from Japanese indigenous
variety “Koshu” with more than
1000 years of history.  I’d be happy
to meet every request you have
about Koshu wine, making the best
use of my human network as ex-
councilman.  Local gourmet tour is
my strong point including Houto,
Yamanashi-style noodle miso soup.
The Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, USA,
MA, specialization in comparative
culture

1987
81-55-333-3503

09092354313
toshiaizawa@outlook.jp

Throughout Yamanashi
Pref.(including Mt. Fuji),
particularly Koshu city,

Yamanashi city, Fuehuki city as
well as Tokyo metropolitan

area/Kamakura city

That all may be
arranged by
consultation.

Actual expenses such as
transportation fare,
entrance fees and meals
are to be met by clients.

12,000-20,000
Yen

Man

Woman Depending on case

Man

Half day 15000
yen, depending on
the situations

15000-20000 yen
(depending on
case by case)

Man

Man

That all may be
arranged by
consultation.

mailto:tourguide@fuji.so-net.ne.jp
mailto:tourguide@fuji.so-net.ne.jp
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16 Yuji Kanemaru

I like hiking mountains and I
would like to hike at least once a
week, if possible. In Yamanashi, I
have already hiked more than 90
mountains out of 100 famous
mountains in Yamanashi. I hiked
up Mt. Fuji 10 times already, and
I hiked Mt. Kitadake, 2nd highest
mountain in Japan more than 10
times. I would like to guide
guests from the all over the
world to those mountains not
only in Yamanashi but other
prefectures, and I would also like
to guide other places like Tokyo,
Nagano, etc, so that guests will
be more familiarized with nature,
history of those areas.

2018 ykanemaru@mbf.nifty.com

(1) Blog:
http://ychan.naturum.ne.jp

/,          (2) Mountain
Records:

http://www.yamareco.com/
modules/mydata/,

(3) Facebook;
https://www.facebook.com

/yuji.kanemaru.3,
(4) TripleLights:

https://triplelights.com/pro
file/5715

Whole Yamanashi Prefecture
area including Mt. Fuji, Fuji 5

lakes, Yatsugatake, Minami Alps,
Tokyo, Hakone, Yokohama,

Shizuoka, Nagano, Takayama,
Shirakawago, Gokayama and

Kanazawa

24,000 yen or
more, and the
details to be
decided upon
consultation.

Any expenses such as
transportation, meals,
admission fees, parking
fees, accommodation fees
incurred on the guests or a
guide during the guiding will
be taken care of by the
guest(s). Additional guide
fees of 20% or more will be
added to standard fees
dependent on the level of
difficulty.

17  Stamey Misuzu

Living over a decade in the center
of politics, Washington D.C., I had
numerous experiences working at
MICE (International meetings and
conferences) as an interpreter-
guide and as a logistics assistant. I
also
worked with government officials,
performed tours for company
assessments
and evaluations and led group & FIT
tours. As a US real estate licensee,
one
of my areas of expertise is in the
real estate business. I am looking
forward
to working with you and showcasing
the beauty of Yamanashi as well as
other areas throughout Japan!

2020 misuzuinva@gmail.com

Throughout Japan
(e.g. Yamanashi, Tokyo & vicinities,
Kyoto &vicinities, Aomori and
Okinawa)

30,000 yen
Transportation, admission and
other actual expenses are not
included.

18 Motoyuki Harasawa　

I live in Kofu and do guide activity
mainly in Mt.Fuji area of Yamanashi,
and Shizuoka where I was born. I
also have the license of Trekking
Guide (Stage I) certified by JMGA
for conducting the hike in Mt.Fuji
and Southern Alps mountains. See
details in my website.

2018
080-4221-0699

motoharasawa4621@yahoo.co.
jp

www.motomountainguide.com Yamanashi,Shizuoka,Nagano

JPY30,000 -
50,000
*dependent on
activities

Prices are only guiding fee,
means NOT including any
transportation,
accommodations, meals,
admissions of sightseeing
spots, etc. Also these
expense for the guide is
additional.

1 Momoyo Ajiki

I was born and brought up at the
foot of Mt.Fuji. As a local, I know
the  Mt.Fuji area very well.
Especially gourmet and popular
places that are not listed in guide
books.  I would like to introduce the
shrines and other attractive
facilities which are related to the
history of Mt.Fuji.  I like hiking and
feel comfortable being in natural
environments.  I would like to
introduce the beautiful and natural
environment around Mt.Fuji area
from a historical and scientific
perspective.

2016
81-555-22-2023
Momoyopeach310@gmail.co
m

Mt. Fuji and the shrines which
are related to the history of
Mt.Fuji. The nature around
Mt.Fuji area, Otsuki and The
Monkey Bridge.

15,000yen

Toll facilities and admission
fee, etc. and transportation
fee is of the client’s
burden.

2 Kaori Iijima

I live in Fuefuki City. Fuefuki is such
a charming town. You can enjoy
Natural Spring Spa, Fresh Fruits,
Koushu Wine, also beautiful nature.
You can experience the  local
festival wearing Samurai Costume,
or cooking local cuisines with locals.
Let me introduce and share with
you the attraction of Fuefuki.

2016
81-90-4628-6849
halbeni0119@gmail.com

Fuefuki, Kofu and Around 15,000yen

Toll facilities and admission
fee is of the client’s
burden.　Guide prices
negotiable.

Man

Woman 8,000yen

Woman 8,000yen

Woman  16,000 yen

Man
JPY20,000 - 30,000
 *dependent on
activities

12,000 yen or
more, and the
details to be
decided upon
consultation.

Yamanashi　Pref.　Licensed　Guide　Interpreter　 (English)

http://www.motomountainguide.com/
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3 SHINICHI ICHIKAWA

Place: Takeda Shirine, Shosenkyo,
Minobusan, Fuji five lakes, Around
Mt Fuji, The whole Yamanashi area,
etc…
Event:Shingenko Festival, Shinmei
Fireworks Festival, Diamond Fuji, J
league football game watching etc…

2016 rbia3175@icloud.com TBA

Place: Takeda Shirine,
Shosenkyo, Minobusan, Fuji five
lakes, Around Mt Fuji, The whole
Yamanashi area, etc…
Event:Shingenko Festival,
Shinmei Fireworks Festival,
Diamond Fuji, J league football
game watching etc…

TBD
Please cover your own
transportation or entrance
fee.

4 Hitomi Ito

I am a freelance tour guide licensed
by the Government of Yamanashi,  I
live in Kofu, the capital city of
Yamanashi, and since 2017 I have
started my services as a tour guide
for Yamanashi area. I would be
happy to provide local guiding
services on the culture, history and
nature of Yamanashi, along with the
best sightseeing tips. I would also
be happy to help you in planning
your itinerary, based on your
interests and the intended duration
of your stay.

2016 pailine.h@gmail.com Yamanashi prefecture
Depending on

case

Entrance fee must be paid
by each person. Fees are
charged for some
activities.

5 Toshio Inadate

It is so exciting to know more about
local style with local people. “Local
experiences” is the key word for
me and it would be my pleasure if I
could be of your help in Yamanashi
somehow. I would like to be your
friend more than guide in local.
Quite friendly and flexible style up
to your preferences.

2016 toshiodash@gmail.com
Mt. Fuji and nearby area such as
Oshino Hakkai, 5th station and
Lake Kawaguchi

350  USD
Admission fees, meal and
transportation are
excluding

6 Hiroko Iwahara

I enjoy dealing and communicating
with diversified customers from
children to elderly.  Visitors will
enjoy activity-oriented tours more
than just looking at and visiting
places with me.

2016
81 551 38 0180
Ototomo322@icloud.com

Yatsugatake, Kiyosato,
Kobchizawa, Koufu, Fuefuki,
Koushu and other areas.

¥25,000

Fees are negotiable
depending on situations.
All expenses of the guide
including transportation,
entrance fee, etc. will be
separately charged.

7 Koji Ueta

Welcome! Thank you for visiting my
profile. My name is Koji Ueta.
I'm currently teaching English at
universities in Tokyo. I used to work
at an Onsen Ryokan (Japanese inn
with hot springs) as a general
manager.
I delight in meeting foreign tourists
and learning about other countries
and cultures.
If you are coming to Yamanashi,
please contact me for customizing
your trip in Yamanashi to your
requests.
I look forward to showing the best
of Yamanashi to you all!

2016 kojiueta@gmail.com https://kojiueta.com/

Maglev Exhibition Center
Springs
Fujisan World Heritage Center
Wineries, Fruits Picking Farms,
Shrines and Temples in
Yamanashi Prefecture

30,000yen 

The above is the fee for
one group up to 6 people.
The fee for over 6 people
will be provided upon
request.
Please note that Public
transportation fare, Lunch,
Admission fee are
excluded.

Man 200　USD

Woman ¥15,000

Man TBD

Woman
Depending on

case

Man 20,000yen

mailto:rbia3175@icloud.com
mailto:toshiodash@gmail.com
mailto:kojiueta@gmail.com
https://kojiueta.com/
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8 Kinya Ueno

I was born and have been living in
Nirasaki City. It is surrounded by
beautiful mountains. This rich
natural environment is pride of
citizens in Nirasaki-City, and in
Yamanashi. I am just a beginner of
guide interpreter, but I will surely
show you the beautiful world. I set a
course for clients depending on
his/her schedule, favorites and
physical capacity from hiking to
single-day mountain climbing. After
working up a nice sweat, you will
also enjoy soaking in a hot spring
and having local cuisine.

2016
81-551-22-8727
kinyaueno@gmail.com

Nirasaki-City and Around (not decided)

Hiking insurance,
transportation fee, bathing
fee, ect. is of the client’s
burden.

9 Marino Omori

I work at the guesthouse as
manager in Fujiyoshida city. I am
not only able to give various kind of
touristic information but
recommended spot/food and
sightseeing/climbing Mt.Fuji plan for
tourists as local. I would love to tell
tourists about histories/cultures of
Mt.Fuji and Japanese
habits/religions from my own
entertained perspective. Since I
have an experience for traveling
around the world by myself
(350days/27th countries), I love to
share stories of traveling with
guests.

2016
81-80-4866-0162
info@hostelfujisan.com

http://hostelfujisan.com Mt.Fuji and Fuji 5 lakes area. Depending on case
Admission fees are
included in participation
fee.

10 Yuki Okamura

Yamanashi has a lot of attractions
such as rich nature including Mt.
Fuji, fresh fruits, various kinds of
original wines, historical places,
onsens and many more. Other than
Yamanashi, I have lived in Tottori,
Akita, Tokyo and the United States,
and visited a lot of sightseeing
places. I strongly believe that
Yamanashi has full of travel
attractions which are well balanced
and even more superior to others.
Yamanashi is easily accessible from
Tokyo, the entrance of Japan from
all over the world. I would be able to
plan the itinerary with the
perspective of both local people
and tourists. Also, from my
experience and skills working as a
planner and conductor at a travel
agency, I will be able to guide
memorable “Yamanashi Trips”.
■Acquisition of a qualification：
License of tour conductor

2016 ichigoichie0217@yahoo.co.jp All area in Yamanashi
18,000yen

or Depending on
case

The clients are to pay all
meals, transportations, and
entry fees to facilities.

11 Megumi Osada

For tourist’s convenience, now I’m
preparing sightseeing and local tour
information website in several
languages. At the same time, this is
the system for not only booking
tours but also job opportunity for
interpreter guides. If you are
interested in, feel free to contact
me.

2016
megumiosada0313@gmail.co
m

Whole Area of Yamanashi
Prefecture

negotiable

12 Kazuyoshi Ono

Hello. Let’s enjoy a lot of
attractions such as nature, local
foods and history in Yamanashi
together!
I am engaged in a backpackers’
hostel “K’s house Mt. Fuji” which
is near Lake Kawaguchiko. Besides,
I have been working as an English
tour guide there. I can help you to
make wonderful memories in
Yamanashi with my rich knowledge
and experiences which I gained
while I was working in a travel
company for 14 years.
I will become a bridge between your
countries and Yamanashi, Japan.
And I will contribute to global
peace!!!

2016
81-90-4676-7396
izumiya@leaf.ocn.ne.jp

・Around Mt. Fuji
・All over Yamanashi prefecture 18,000 - 28,000JPY

Entrance fees,
transportation expenses,
cost of meals and the
consumption tax are
required in addition to the
guide fee.
Feel free to ask me if you
have any questions about
the fee.

Woman negotiable

Man 10,000 - 15,000JPY

Depending on
case

Woman
10,000yen

or Depending on
case

Man (not decided)

Woman

http://hostelfujisan.com/
mailto:ichigoichie0217@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:megumiosada0313@gmail.com
mailto:megumiosada0313@gmail.com
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13 Satomi Omata

I live in the city of the entrance
going to Mt. Fuji of the world
heritage.
My town is the city where Mt. Fuji
looks beautiful most in Japan.
I am interested in Japanese history.
I introduce history of Yamanashi
and guide to Mt. Fuji. I guide five
lakes around Mt. Fuji and spring.
 I recommend soba and local udon
to you.
 Please drop in at the City where I
live in for a return Mt. Fuji. I guide
very rare bridge and Rock castle. I
think that is gone on a very
interesting trip for you.

2016
090-3140-3981
Satomi.omata@fujikosei.or.j
p

Mt.Fuji , Around and Otsuki City 12，000yen
A paid institution and the
admission fee burden the
client

14 Yuji Kanemaru

I like hiking mountains and I
would like to hike at least once a
week, if possible. In Yamanashi, I
have already hiked more than 90
mountains out of 100 famous
mountains in Yamanashi. I hiked
up Mt. Fuji 10 times already, and
I hiked Mt. Kitadake, 2nd highest
mountain in Japan more than 10
times. I would like to guide
guests from the all over the
world to those mountains not
only in Yamanashi but other
prefectures, and I would also like
to guide other places like Tokyo,
Nagano, etc, so that guests will
be more familiarized with nature,
history of those areas.

2016 ykanemaru@mbf.nifty.com

(1) Blog:
http://ychan.naturum.ne.jp

/,          (2) Mountain
Records:

http://www.yamareco.com/
modules/mydata/,

(3) Facebook;
https://www.facebook.com

/yuji.kanemaru.3,
(4) TripleLights, guide and

guests matching site:
https://triplelights.com/pro

file/5715

Cover whole Yamanashi
Prefecture including Fuji 5
Lakes, Yatsugatake, Minami Alps.
I can hike together to Mt. Fuji,
Mt. Kitadake, and other mountain
peaks including Yatugatake.

24,000 yen or
more, and the
details to be
decided upon
consultation.

Any expenses such as
transportation, meals,
admission fees, parking
fees, accommodation fees
incurred on the guests or a
guide during the guiding will
be taken care of by the
guest(s). Additional guide
fees of 20% or more will be
added to standard fees
dependent on the level of
difficulty.

15 Hiroko Kaminaga

I work as a translator on weekdays
and love Mt. Fuji. I lived in Canada
for about 7 years to get a
Bachelor’s Degree in Linguistics
and work. Through my experience
living in a multicultural society, I not
only learned English but also
obtained a deep understanding of
various cultures. As a tour guide, I
am able to respond to special needs
which arise from such diversities.
Besides Mt. Fuji, Yamanashi has a
lot to offer such as beautiful nature,
history, onsen, fruits, wine, sake
etc. It is my pleasure to introduce
them and make your trip a
memorable one.

2016
hirokokaminaga@yahoo.co.jp

Mt.Fuji, the Fuji five lakes
(including sightseeing spots
nearby), shrines and temples,
wineries, sake breweries, onsen,
shosenkyo gorge etc.
I will make a plan according to
your requests.

15,000 yen

16 Yusuke Kubota

I’m a guide-interpreter who was
born and raised in Yamanashi
Prefecture. I used to work in a
Japanese sake shop and was a
seller for foreign customers.
Yamanashi is blessed with pure and
clear water and climates. The best
conditions for making Japanese
sake and wine. As a specialist of
liquors, I’d like to introduce you
sake, wine and food cultures
beloved by locals with beautiful
nature.

2016
０３−５２１５−５７３０
rumskahc@gmail.com

Sake Brewery Tour, Winery Tour

¥25,000-
※Depending on
tour contents,

etc.

17 Yuhei Koshiishi

Since I live in the town near Kofu I
can go to most of the areas in
Yamanashi.  I have lived in United
States of America (Iowa state) for
two years. And worked as a
volunteer for the sister city
program of my home town Kai City
for more than nine years. So I can
help the common problems of
foreign visitor especially visitors
from USA.

2016
81-50-5316-3097
yuhei.koshiishi@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com
/yuhei.koshiishi.1

13,000 yen
The Fee is for the day and
no extra charges for delay
caused by traffics and etc.

Man

¥15,000-
 ※Depending on
tour contents,

etc.

Woman

Man  7,000 yen

Woman 6，000yen

Man

12,000 yen or
more,  and details

to be decided
upon consultation.

7,000 yen

mailto:hirokokaminaga@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:hirokokaminaga@yahoo.co.jp
https://www.facebook.com/yuhei.koshiishi.1
https://www.facebook.com/yuhei.koshiishi.1
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18 Aya Kosugi

Yamanashi is not only the place
where you can discover Japan's
most beautiful scenery and
delicious food but also can find the
pure and beautiful spirits, such as
temples and shrines on the local
history.
My hometown is in the northern
food of Mt.Fuji. Nature, food, culture
and customs,,, lots of things are
related to Mt. Fuji and I can show
you them from local’s aspect.
Please come and see me if you visit
Yamanashi, Japan. I will entertain all
the visitors with warm heart!

2016 ayakos423@gmail.com

Mt.Fuji and the Five Lakes Area
Otsuki and Tsuru Area
Kofu city(the capital) Area and
around

Negotiable

Please pay your own travel
expenses and admission
fee.
The fee for guiding
depends on the contents
of your plan.
Please feel free to contact
me to discuss all!

19 Daniel Sato

Born and raised in New York City,
Yamanashi is in many ways the
polar opposite.  I spent my
vacations in Yamanashi as an
outsider who blend in with the
locals.  Currently I work at the
Yamanashi Prefectural Museum of
Art as an employee of Suntory
Publicity Services Yamanashi.

2016 mdsato@gmail.com

Yamanashi Prefecture,
Yamanashi Prefectural Museum
of Art, Suntory Hakushu
Distillery, Suntory Tomi no Oka
Winery, etc.

￥3000+￥1000
／時間

+必要経費、その
他。

Clients will pay all
expenses such as
transportation, admission
fees, meals, etc.  Terms
are subject to change.

20 Miyuka Sato

Hi, I’m Miyuka Sato. I’m from
Fujiyoshida City, and now live in
Kofu City. I am a student at
Yamanashi Prefectural University,
and have been learning on
Internationalization, Media and Local
Development at other time. I would
love to introduce and guide you
about how attractive to spend time
in Yamanashi, especially around
Fujiyoshida City which is located at
the foot of Mt.Fuji and Kofu City,
the prefectural capital of
Yamanashi.
Why don’t you learn and
experience rich nature, nice food,
deep history, and wonderful
traditional crafts of Yamanashi with
me?

2016
2013gi023@yamanashi-
ken.ac.jp

https://ja-
jp.facebook.com/people/Mi
yuka-
Sato/100013592205603

Basically whole area in
Yamanashi. (Especially, I
recommend you around
Fujiyoshida City and Kofu City)

Basically
16000yen

 (Depending on
case)

You have to pay any
admission fee.

21 Takako Shima

A Yamanashi native. I teach English
at my own English school as well as
a university. Want to experience
spectacular Yamanashi? Let’s
enjoy breathtaking nature, hot
springs, food, culture and mostly,
the world heritage Mt. Fuji with me.
Experiences living in US and
Germany and travelling more than
30 countries. Love American and
Korean dramas.

2016
090-1535-6629
yknisland@ybb.ne.jp

All (especially Kofu, Kai, Hokuto
and Mt. Fuji area)

16,000yen

Expenses including
admission fees and
travelling expenses are the
client’s responsibility.
Thank you.

22 Tomoyo Takahashi

I’ve been mostly an industrial
(English-Japanese) interpreter for
30 years. After returning from 5
years of living in South East Asia, I
realized how best to explain about
Yamanashi to foreign visitors. I love
to extend this wonderful part of
Yamanashi with my background of
various experiences in living in
foreign countries to those who visit
to Yamanashi. I am also a Certified
Tour Conductor for all of Japan.

2016
81-90-8451-6633
tomo_yamanashi@yahoo.co.j
p

http://www.facebook.com/
Explore-Yamanashi-
1396905516994064

All Yamamanashi

25,000　yen +
Transportation

Fee to and from
the meeting

point.

Admission Fee, etc
Taxi and/or public
transportation fee
Meals: Breakfast and
Lunch: \1,000
Dinner \1,500

Woman
Basically 8500yen
 (Depending on

case)

Man

￥3000+￥1000／
時間

+必要経費、その
他。

Woman Negotiable

Woman

15,000　yen　+
Transportation
Fee to and from

the meeting point.

Woman 8,000yen

mailto:ayakos423@gmail.com
mailto:mdsato@gmail.com
mailto:2013gi023@yamanashi-ken.ac.jp
mailto:2013gi023@yamanashi-ken.ac.jp
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/people/Miyuka-Sato/100013592205603
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/people/Miyuka-Sato/100013592205603
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/people/Miyuka-Sato/100013592205603
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/people/Miyuka-Sato/100013592205603
http://www.facebook.com/Explore-Yamanashi-1396905516994064
http://www.facebook.com/Explore-Yamanashi-1396905516994064
http://www.facebook.com/Explore-Yamanashi-1396905516994064
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23 Keiko Tsuchiya

Since I have experienced as a
volunteer guide for several years, I
know many beautiful popular
sightseeing spots in Yamanashi well.
Also, I am interested in Chado-
Japanese tea ceremony, and
Japanese flower arrangement and
Kimono.  I have been studying them
for many years. I would like to
introduce these Japanese culture
and tradition if I have a chance.  I’
m not quite young but I went
through various experiences.

2016 Keikot0704@yahoo.co.jp

Around 5 lakes of Mt. Fuji
Kofu city
Kiyosato, Hokuto city
Any other areas in Yamanashi

15000 yen
depending on

case

Travel expense and
Entrance fee are on
customers.

24 Miyako Nakamjura

I was born in Kyoto and raised by
family from Yamanashi, I have
experiences
 as a student volunteer guide for 5
years. My life in California for 22
 years as an educator will help me
to offer you guiding with fluent
English
 and knowlidge of needs from
foreigners. I love arts and crafts,
History,
 and the most of all FOODs. I can
arrange to meet with producers of
foods
 and drinks if needed. You will enjoy
my talking and experience
Yamanashi
 with full of hospitality.

2016
080-5643-9481
nakamuramiyako@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com
/Visit-Kofu-With-Miyako-
883099601824013/

I have many ideas of guiding you
to historical temples and
festivals, national parks,
museums, wineries, Sake
breweries and places to enjoy
culinary jourey around Kofu,
Katsunuka, Enzan, Isawa,
Fijikawa-cho area.

20,000 yen

The transportation fee

from Kofu station to

the meeting point is

needed.

25
Akari  Hagiwara-

Tanaka

I have been living in Yamanashi
since 2010. After experiences as a
volunteer guide around
Kawaguchiko area for several years,
I took the license for guiding
foreigners in Yamanashi. The north-
east area in Yamanashi, called Kyo-
to area including Kofu and
Yamanashi city, is suitable for the
short trip of recreation with the
best view spots of Mt. Fuji, fruit
picking, wineries, historical places of
warlord Takeda, and hot springs.
During your busy business and/or
travel days in the city, spending
time in nature makes you fun and
relax. I will propose a best plan on
your requests. The guiding is
available only at weekends.

2016 h.akari.07@gmail.com
http://blog.livedoor.jp/en_g
uide_yamanashi/

Anywhere in Yamanashi
Kofu・Fuefuki area, around Mt.
Fuji, Kobuchizawa etc. 12,000 ~yen

Admission Fee, Taxi

and or Public

transportation fee, cost

of meals for you

26 Junichi Horiuchi

I was born in Mt. Fuji and have been
living around there for a long time.
when I used to study an English in
U.S.A and travel the south America
for 1year and half, I had great
experiences there thought the
people live, so I’d love to introduce
Mt. Fuji and around there how great
they are though we couldn’t read in
the guide books.

2016年
090 1509 3289
junandcompany@fgo.jp

https://www.facebook.com
/junandcompany

Mt.Fuji and around 20,000yen

and your guide are not

included and will be an

additional fee.

27 Miki Matsuura

Welcome to Yamanashi! I’ve lived in
more than ten places in Japan and
have enjoyed different cultures.
Among them, Yamanashi is “No.1”
with a lot of attractions changing
with the seasons. Despite being
only one and a half hours from
Tokyo, we enjoy a rich life close to
nature. I’d like to support your stay
in Yamanashi, guiding you around
Kofu Station and the area along the
JR Chuo Line. I hope you can get a
lot of basic information from me
about Japanese life, food and so
on!!

2016 tsugao2525@gmail.com
Around Kofu city and area along
the JR Chuo Line

18,000 yen

Admission, transportation
fee, and meals for you and
your guide are not included
and will be an additional
fee.

6,000 ~yen

Woman
7000 yen

depending on
case

Woman 10000 yen

Man 10,000yen

Woman 10,000 yen

Woman

mailto:Keikot0704@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:h.akari.07@gmail.com
http://blog.livedoor.jp/en_guide_yamanashi/
http://blog.livedoor.jp/en_guide_yamanashi/
https://www.facebook.com/junandcompany
https://www.facebook.com/junandcompany
mailto:tsugao2525@gmail.com
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28 Aya Morokata

I am available only in weekend and
on national holidays in Japan due to
regular work during week days. I like
exercise. Therefore I can show you
around the area by walk. Guided
hiking and any other sports guide
are also available. I know well east
yamanashi area such as Yamanashi-
shi and Koshu-shi, but it is possible
to show you around any other area
in Yamanashi-pref. I wish I can
show you beautiful nature in
Yamanashi.

2016
cielitolindo1972@yahoo.co.j
p

Throughout Yamanashi-pref
Prices are
subject

to negotiation

29 Sakiko Fox

I am from Fujiyoshida city, where
Mt. Fuji is and have lived in
Australia for 18 years. I will show
you the area from your point of
views as visitors with my
experience of living abroad. I will
make sure that your stay in Japan
would be an enjoyable and
comfortable one with my knowledge
gained from the multi-culture
country.

2016
81-80-5086-6686
sakikofox@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com
/sakiko.fox.1

Mt. Fuji & Fuji Five
Lakes area 18,000 yen

Admissions, transportation
and food is payable at
client's expense.

Woman
Prices are subject

to negotiation

Woman 10,000 yen

mailto:cielitolindo1972@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:cielitolindo1972@yahoo.co.jp
https://www.facebook.com/sakiko.fox.1
https://www.facebook.com/sakiko.fox.1
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30 Ｔｏｍｏｍｉ　Ｙｕｙａｍａ

I was born and raised on the foot
Mt Fuji. Now I live in Oshino village
well-known for Oshino Hakkai eight
springs. As the guide with the deep
local knowledge, I thoroughly
introduce the magnificence of Mt
Fiji and the Fuji Five Lakes area.  I
take my guests to many fascinating
places that the package tours don’
t cover.(Visit to the secret spots
with the superb views of Mt Fuji・
Hiking in untouched woods such as
Aokigahara forest(Sea of Trees)・
Visit to the historic sites related to
Mt Fuji worship.) I fully take
advantage of my situation as the
guide from the foot of Mt Fuji so
that my guests can enjoy incredibly
beautiful nature and the attractive
region through my guide.

2016

８１－９０－２３１３－７７８９
tomomi-
yuyama@sky.bbexcite.jp
shu_mei@docomo.ne.jp

https://www.facebook.com
/3776tomomiyuyama

Fuji-Subaru Line Fifth Station,
the Fuji Five Lakes
area(Aokigahara forest, Wind and
Bat Caves, Itchiku Kubota Art
Museum,
Chureito Pagoda etc.),
Component Parts of Mt Fuji
World Cultural Heritage site(Fuji
Five Lakes, Oshino Hakkai, some
Sengen-jinja Shrines, Funatsu
lava tree molds etc.) Sake
brewery,
Takeda Shrine, Winery

１９，０００ＪＰＹ

Expenses for
transportation, food,
admission fees and pay
facilities will be charged on
guests.

31 Shinko Wakasugi

I will guide you through the biggest
spa in Yamanashi Prefecture: Isawa
Onsen Hot Spring place showing
some special events,
recommendable gourmet spots and
fabulous scenic points of the
seasons.  This area is not so far
from popular Mt. Fuji, and it is easy
to get to for those who visit Mt. Fuji
by bus.  You can enjoy the big
summer festival including watching
fireworks in summer, rambling in the
peach blossoms paradise in spring
and “the grape exposition” in fall.
For wine lovers, I will introduce
some delicious wines which
received the prizes in the
international and domestic wine
contests.  Also, I will take you some
famous wineries around Katsunuma
area for wine tasting.  Why don’t
you choose your favorite wine from
among the countless brands as a
souvenir of memories in Yamanashi?

2016 mwaka2378@ybb.ne.jp
Isawa Hot Spring and Wineries
around Katsunuma

Depending on case
The paid facilities,
admission fee will be
charged to the client.

32

Shigeru Watanabe

I am from Fuefuki City. I’d like to
guide you Fuefuki, Koshu,
Yamanashi & Kofu area where there
are lots of historical heritages since
ancient times. This area is the
number 1 producer of grapes and
peaches in Japan, and also is the
birthplace of Japan’s wine making.
There are many wineries which
make “Koshu Wine” from Koshu
grape variety in this area.

Japan Sommelier Association: Wine
Expert、
WSET (Wine and Spirit Education
Trust): Level 3 Advanced
Certificate
Certified Domestic Travel Service
Supervisor

2016 watanabeny@mx4.nns.ne.jp
Fuefuki City, Koshu City,
Yamanashi City, Kofu City and
around

TBD:
depend on case

Toll facilities, admission
fee, etc. is of the client’s
burden.

33 Makiko Watanabe

I have learned psychology at
university in USA. While I was a
university student, I had a lot of
opportunities to attend international
exchange programs and I felt happy
to come into contact with different
cultures and interact with people. In
order to tell Japanese culture and
spirituality more deeply, now I have
learned “the Ancient Shinto” and ”
Kotodama linguistics” ,which are
the core of Japanese culture and
Japanese. There is a lot of charm in
Yamanashi such as world heritage
site, important cultural properties,
the beautiful scenery, the
representative wines of Japan and
delicious food. Based on Japanese
myths and stories, I love to
introduce tons of amazing
attractions in Yamanashi.

2016
81-70-5374-1853
taramakiko@gmail.com

http://taramakiko.wixsite.c
om/kotonohamusubi/yama
nashi

All Yamanashi
Especially, Mt.Fuji and around
Fuji five lakes, Koshu city,
Shosenkyo Gorge, Shinto shrines
and temples, wine tourism,

20,000 ～ 25,000
yen  Negotiable
 +
Transportation
Fee to and from
the meeting
point.

Admission Fee, etc
Taxi and/or public
transportation fee: not
included
Meals: Breakfast and
Lunch: \1,000 　Dinner
\1,500

34 Hiroshi Terada

I live in Kosuge village which is
located just next to the Tokyo
metropolitan area. If you enjoy the
scenery and culture of countryside
in Japan, or if you want to
experience and stay in the rustic
village, please feel free to contact
me.

2017 hiroshi.t@kosugejapan.com http://kosugejapan.com/

The eastern part of Yamanashi
prefecture(especially Kosuge
village)
Mt. Fuji area,

1 day 25,000yen
depending on the
situations

Admission fees, meal and
transportation are not
included.

Man

Half day 15000
yen, depending on
the situations

Woman Depending on case

Man
TBD:
depend on case

Woman

10,000　～ 15,000
yen　Negotiable
+　Transportation
Fee to and from
the meeting point.

Woman １０，０００ＪＰＹ

https://www.facebook.com/3776tomomiyuyama
https://www.facebook.com/3776tomomiyuyama
mailto:mwaka2378@ybb.ne.jp
mailto:watanabeny@mx4.nns.ne.jp
http://taramakiko.wixsite.com/kotonohamusubi/yamanashi
http://taramakiko.wixsite.com/kotonohamusubi/yamanashi
http://taramakiko.wixsite.com/kotonohamusubi/yamanashi
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35 Yoichi Amemiya

I’m an expert guide for
SHOSENKYO, the most beautiful
ravine in Japan. And I’m a veteran
in a historical tour about SINGEN
TAKEDA gained fame as a brave
warlord in the Warring State Period,
such as TAKEDAJINJYA shrine,
KAIZENKOJI temple, KOFUJYO
castle and so on. Also wines and
local foods are in my territory.
I’ll provide you a happy time that
would remain in your heart.

2017 ameyou@olive.ocn.ne.jp
SHOSENKYO Ravine & the

whole KOUF City and Around
15000yen

Travel expenses, Tool
facilities and admission,
etc. is of client’s burden

36 Hanako Kishimoto

It's been 10 years　since　I've
moved　to Yamanashi.　I'm originally
from　Tokyo, but I really appreciate
this atmosphere of Yamanashi and
want visitors to experience it. Not
only visiting famous and popular

sights but also feeling the local life
in Yamanashi especially around Kofu

city will be another fascinating
memory. I would like to invite

visitors to the local life here in Kofu
while communicating with the local

peoole.

2017 hanakok3@hotmail.co.jp Kofu city and the area around
12,000yen~

 (depending on
case)

Toll fee, admission fee,
transportation fee, and

meals etc. will be at client’
s additional expenses.

37 Masako Miyata

I was born and raised in Yamanashi
but I lived in Tokyo for sveral years

from 14.
I have guided Kawaguchiko erea and
Kofu city as a volunteer. I met nice

and kind people while I was
traveling.  I'd like to enjoy

Yamanashi with various kind of
people(children to elderly).  My
favarite phrase is “ A Once in A

Lifetime Chance”

2017 mmme1975@yahoo.co.jp
Kofu city and around Kofu 　　15,000yen

(negotiable)

Toll facilities and admission
fee, etc is of the client's

burden.

38 Takahiro Miyamoto

I live at the foot of the Southern
Alps. I like climbing mountains, and I
am  a qualified climbing guide by the
Japan Mountain Guides Association.

There are many attractive
mountains in Yamanashi. As a guide,
I want to show customers natural

beauty, and also give them a
cultural experience. I have just

started out as a guide. But , I am
very passionate about sharing local
knowledge, and I will do my best to
give you a memorable experience.

2017 miyamoshoko@lime.plala.or.jp

All area of Yamanashi
(especially SouthenAlps ,

Mt.minobu and Mt.shichimen)
Full Day（８hrs）

Negotiable

39 Yuka Takasu

I would like to introduce you not
only to tourist spots but to our daily

life and favorites among local
people. I got to meet wonderful

people in my 1-year stay in the US,
and they made it possible for me to
have unforgettable experiences. So
I would be very happy to share a
wonderful time with you as a host

this time!

2017 yukatakasu@gmail.com
The whole Yamanashi Pref. area,
especially Hokuto city and Kofu

city

12,000-20,000
yen (Depending

on case)

Clients will pay all
expenses such as

admission fees and meals

Man

Woman

Woman

8000yen

6,000 yen~
 (depending on

case)

8,0000yen
(negotiable)

Half Day（４hrs）
 Negotiable

6,000-10,000 yen
(Depending on

case)

Man

Woman

mailto:hanakok3@hotmail.co.jp
mailto:mmme1975@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:miyamoshoko@lime.plala.or.jp
mailto:yukatakasu@gmail.com
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40 Yuriko　Sato

I live in Otsuki now. When I was
young, I really enjoyed travelling

abroad, but recently, I got to think it
might be much more fun and

interesting to show some wonderful
sightseeing spots in Yamanashi and

local good cuisine to the visitors
from other countries.  I’m a guide
at Saruhashi which is famous as
one of three unique bridges in
Japan.  I’ll show you wonderful
scenery and good foods in the

country side, especially in Otsuki
and also the Maglev Exhibition

Center in Tsuru.
My hobby is wearing Kimono and

playing the piano

2017

090-6522-5325
0554-26-2066

yurikorinrinsato2066@gmail.
com

Monkey Bridge and around Depenging on
case

Toll facilities and admission
fee、etc. is of the client’s

burden

41 Akinobu Sano

 I wouild like to introduce clients its
unique life stile, culture and nature
of the southern part of Yamanashi
prefecuture where I was born and
raised. Based on my experiences
with many English speaking people

during my six years of graduate
study in the U.S. and neary 30

years of work for a multi-national
company I can propose an exciting

travel plan for a customer from
abroard.

2017
090-3933-7931

akisano@chic.ocn.ne.jp

Southern part of Yamanashi
prefecture Negotiable

Guide fee is negotiable at a
reasonable price. Other

fees like meal, admission,
transportation etc. are at

client’s expenses.

42 Shoko KOMIYAMA

Having lived in Yamanashi for more
than 25 years, I can customize your
trip to be enjoyable as possible, and

will guide you in English with a
TOEIC score of 950. Yamanashi has
so many interesting spots, such as
Mt. Fuji, Kawaguchiko Lake, Shojiko

Lake, Shosenkyo Gorge, Zenkoji
Temple, Takeda Shrine and

peach/grape/cherry picking farms.
If you wish after taking a tour, I can
take you to a local house in Kofu to
show how ordinary Japanese live. I
look forward to showing you what I
love about Yamanashi! The guiding

fee can be negotiable.

2017
090-7235-9006

shoko.joy.komiyama@gmail.
com

Mt.Fuji areas, Kawaguchiko Lake,
Shosenkyo Gorge, Kofu

Zenkoji,Temple, Takeda Shrine
and peach/grape/cherry picking

farms.

13,000 yen

Your admission fee,
transportation fee, and

lunch are not included in
the price.

43 Nagami Osano

I was born and brought up in north
foot of Mt. Fuji. I’ll show and

describe the interesting change
with the times about Mt. Fuji and

around. And I’d like to guide
including protection maintenance

and preservation for Mt. Fuji.

2017
0555-83-2248

mame-duka@lcnet.jp
Mt. Fuji and around

12000 yen

transportation fare, toll
facilities and admission fee,

etc. is of the client's
burden

44 Kae Komatsu

I grew up in Hokuto city of
Yamanashi, so I know many

beautiful places . And I love to show
you them, such as Kiyosato that

you can see mt.Yatsugatake, Whisky
factory in Hakushu, a flowers′park
in Akeno. I also recommend you to

try vegetables, japanese soba
noodles and soft ice cream.

2017
080-8748-2788

Avenir502@yahoo.co.jp
Hokuto city and around 10000yen

Toll facilities and admission
fees, etc. is of the clients

burden.

Man

Woman

6000 yen

5000yen

4000 Yen 

Negotiable

7,000 yen

Woman

Woman

Woman
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45 Masashito Mitsui

I’ve been to most of Japanese
prefecture and 33 countries and
areas. I’d like to introduce beautiful
Japanese sight seeing places,
history and culture etc.to foreign
visitos. Especially I recommend you
Sake, Wine, whiskey and sweets
using Yamanashi’s famous pure
water!

2017
080-1222-8283

m21960@yahoo.co.jp
Yamanashi, Tokyo,Nagano and

other around Tokyo area

25000-30000 yen
(depending on
case by case)

Expense for transportation,
entrance fee and lunch and
dinner are not included.

46 Saori Yato

I reconsider Yamanashi from the
different perspective and realized

the kindness of people here when I
went out to Tokyo because of
continuing my education into

university. I’d like foreign visitors to
feel these excellences of

Yamanashi which are not on guide
books. I’d also like to make you

want to come here again as feeling
like Yamanashi is your second

home.

2017 apple553553@gmail.com
Hokuto City, Kofu City, Nirasaki

City
１５,０００yen

Toll facilities and admission
fee, etc. is of the client’s

burden.

47 Yuasa hiroshi

I was born and raised in Yamanashi
prefecture.

I'm very familiar with various
sightseeing spots in Yamanashi.
Not only seeing these beautiful

sights, but also experiencing them
will enhance your once in a life time

adventure.
I want you to feel the greatness of
Yamanashi through our excellent

guide service.
Yamanashi is a neighboring

prefecture of Tokyo.
Although, Yamanashi isn't

Tokyonized yet. We still have many
vibrant and astonishing nature

locations that are easily accessible
from Tokyo. Please, come to

Yamanashi and have fun!

2017
08042004996

Ja.hiroshi@gmail.com
https://jpideal.com

I would like our customers to
enjoy the true nature of
Yamanashi prefecture.

I know many tourist spots with
few foreign tourists.

I highly recommend Syousenkyo
Gorge, Yumura Onsen, Nishizawa

Canyon, Takeda Shrine,
Kaizenkouji Temple, Kuonji
Temple,etc.orge,Takeda

Shrine,Kaizenkoui Temple,Kuonji
Temple,ets. (*^_^*)

20.000yen
 (depending on

case)

Please note other costs
such as Transportation
expenses, Facility fee,
Admission fee, Food

expenses, consumption tax,
etc. except guide fee are

customer's payment.
Feel free to ask me if you
have any questions about

the fee.

48 Mika Naito

I was born and raised in Yamanashi
prefecture.

I have lived in Mt. Fuji area.
I can guide not only tourist spots

but also secret spots.
You can get the valuable

information with performance!

2017 29001mikanaito@gmail.com

https://licenced-local-
tourguide.amebaownd.com/
https://www.facebook.com

/Mika29001/

All area
esp.: Mt. Fuji Five Lakes area 20,000yen

It is billed at cost as
follows;

transportation fee,
admission fee, experience

fee, and meal fee etc.

49 Yasushi Ogata

I want to introduce Uenohara city
best. Uenohara city is bordered by

Tokyo metropolitan area and
Kanagawa prefecture. Uenohara city

is the best place in Yamanashi
prefecture about the point of

proximity to the crowded Tokyo
conurbation and ease of access by

road and rail.
There is Yuzurihara area in

Uenohara city. It is famous as a
long life area for specialist in such

fields. Not only Japanese media but
also US media and United Nations

researcher came there. But
Uenohara city is not popular for

people in general.
Please come to Uenohara city, if
you want to experience rural life

near Tokyo.

2017
080-5698-0404

yasushi.ogata@gmail.com

・Uenohara City and Around
・Mt.Fuji and Around

・Wineries in Yamanashi
prefecture

Depending on
case

Admission, transportation
fee, and meals for you and
your guide are not included
and will be an additional fee

Woman

Man

10,000yen

Depending on
case

15000-20000 yen
(depending on
case by case)

７,０００yen

10.000yen
 (depending on

case)

Man

Woman

Man

mailto:apple553553@gmail.com
mailto:29001mikanaito@gmail.com
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50 Toshie Mochizuki

I am a Yamanashi native. I was born
here and I can confidently say  this
is the kind of place where one can’
t help but to continue to find new
reasons to love it. Having had the
opportunity to call this area my

home has allowed me to have many
experiences of which each makes a

certain aspect of Yamanashi
significant and special for me. I see
more than just buildings, nature, and

people but rather instead my
fondest memories. We have such

incredible things to share like
Minobusan Temple, Erinji Temple,
and Fuji-Five Lakes so it may be

easy to understand why my
ancestors have lived here for more
than 500 years. I have a passion for
sharing my love for Yamanashi with
others and hope that I too, can help
others to develop a deep love for

my home.

2017
0553-26-2462

toshiemoc@yahoo.co.jp

Minobusan-Kuonji Temple. Mt.Fji
and Fuji-Five lakes. Erinji

Temple. Kofu Castle, Takeda
Shrine, Zenkoji Temple,

Shosenkyo Gorge and Yamanashi
Prefectural Art Museum.

Kiyosato Highland and nearby
sightseeing spots. Fruit-Picking

and Winery. Hot Springs.

15,000yen

Toll facilities and admission
fee, etc. is of the client’s

burden.

51 Yuko Nomoto

I was born in Kofu and an exchange
student for 1 year in the U.S., Calif.

while in high school. I have
experienced as a bank employee at

city bank in Tokyo, a junior high
school teacher in Yamanashi and a
volunteer guide for several years.

 Yamanashi Prefecture has a lot of
sightseeing places such as nature,

history (related to Lord Takeda
Shingen etc.), winery and so on.

You can see a beautiful view of Mt.
Fuji which changes every day from
our town.  Foods are healthy and

delicious.
It’s my pleasure to introduce my

home town to you.

2017 yukonomoto.k01@gmail.com

All Yamanashi
Takeda Shrine, Kofu Castle,

Yamanashi Prefectural Museum
of Art, Winery,

sports game watching (watching
a football match [VFK], sumo

etc.) etc.

20,000~25,000yen
(Depending on

case)

Expenses such as
transportation, admission
fees and meals are to be
borne by the clients in

addition to the above fee.

52 Michiko Sawada

I would like to introduce not only
Japanese history and beautiful

landscape but also Japanese daily
lives through various scenes such
as supermarket shopping, etc. My
best specialty is about "food". Let

's enjoy Japanese food culture
together.

2017
090-7171-4826

sawa-
sawa.3765@docomo.ne.jp

Yamanashi Prefecture,
[Daily life in Japan]

 12,000 yen

53 Masako kiyohara

Hello! Thank you for visiting our
page.

Yamanashi is such an attractive
place. Various type of activities

other than Mt Fuji.
Historical temples and shrines,

Amazing view with hiking, Seasonal
local gourmet, Outdoors, and

attractive people.
I would like to offer you that to be

closer with local people’s lives.
I’m sure you will like this majestic

nature of Yamanashi.
We are waiting for you!

2017 trip.to.yamanashi@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com

/amazing.yamanashi/

Eastern part of Yamanashi,
Around Kofu, Yatsugatake,
And all over the Yamanashi

prefecture.

Depenging on
case  yen

Admission fee and
transportation are not

included.

54 Takako Ohnogi

Hello! I ’ d like to introduce and
show my lovely country. I have
experience to travel all 47
prefectures in Japan. I used to live
in Vancouver Canada for 2 years.

2018 Takako_s1@thotmail.com

All area of Yamanashi prefecture
（Esp. around Mt. Fuji, Koushu city,
Ashigawa town in Fuefuki city, Kofu
city）

16000 yen～
(depending on
case)

Expenses for transportation,
foods, admission fees and pay
facilities will be charged on
guests.

Woman 6,000 yen

Woman

Woman

7,000yen

10,000~15,000yen
 (Depending on

case)

Woman
Depenging on

case  yen

Woman
8000 yen～
(depending on
case)

mailto:yukonomoto.k01@gmail.com
mailto:trip.to.yamanashi@gmail.com
mailto:Takako_s1@thotmail.com
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55 Takamasa Ｈａｇｉｎｏ

My name is Takamasa Hagino. I
moved to Yamanashi in 2008 for
loving Yamanshi.Yamanashi is
famous for many kinds fruits and
wines.The place is surrounded by
nature such as beautiful mountains
and gorges.Water is also very
clean.You can enjoy an amphibian
bus tour among a lot of activites.I
can show you a hidden treasure.
Let me know your request.Will help
you to make the most of your time
in Yamanashi.

2018
81-90-3964-

8668t14276@yahoo.co.jp
TBD

Basically anywhere in Yamanashi.
Mt.Fuji,Koushu-city(including wine
and fruits-picking),Yamanaka-
lake(including
Oshinohakkai),Kawaguchi-lake and
Nishizawa-gorge are places I am
familiar with.

It depends.but
about 12000yen

Guide fee depends on your
request.Please feel free to
contact me.

56
Yuka Nakamura

I was born and brought up in
Yamanashi. I want to be a tour
guide who can care with what
guests feel and think while traveling.
I love to go hiking and have lunch at
top of the mountain while looking at
the magnificent scenery. In addition,
I have lived in Indodonesia for one
year, so I have knowledge of
muslim's habit and food. I'm looking
forward to enjoying in Yamanashi
with you all!

2019
nakamura.yuka0821@gmail.co

m
All area in Yamanashi Depending on case

Admission fees are included
in participation fee.

It depends.but
about 6000yen

Man

Woman Depending on case

mailto:81-90-3964-8668t14276@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:81-90-3964-8668t14276@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:nakamura.yuka0821@gmail.com
mailto:nakamura.yuka0821@gmail.com
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